Where were you
during

Internet file photo

Ondoy

Gene Banawa, PHA staff

ances as well as techie tools. It was a healthy home
inhabited by soft-spoken and unruffled members
of the family until Ondoy gave them a surprise visit
on Sept. 25, 2009.
Notwithstanding the riches in that house, she
packed her kids’ feeding bottles, milk and a few
clothes, and after making sure that her cell phone and
wallet were in her handbag, she rushed as fast as she
could out of the house with her 2 toddlers, parents in
law and yaya. They waded through shoulder length
waters. The kind kibitzers carried her kids and took
them to a newly constructed townhouse. It turned
out that they were the laborers of that townhouse,
where they were trapped for two days and nights.

Myrna dela Cruz, PHA staff

Project 4, QC
She was caught flatfooted by
the flashflood that came gushing from different directions.
In a snap, everything was
submerged in water. She was
dumbfounded. She couldn’t
move.
A typical doting but disciplinarian big sister,
to her 10 younger siblings, some are working, some
go to college --she has always been in control of
her emotions. She has always been good at doing
remedial measures. She was the neutralizer and
peacemaker whenever there were sibling fights.
Definitely, she was never prepared for Ondoy, after
all, it was her first time to get soaked in the flood.
Dela Cruz’ strong resolve is people have to be
prepared for any disaster.
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Bgy. Cembo, Makati
His is a house by the creek
but is nestled on a solid foundation-- huge stones that dot
the clean and crystal waters.
Ondoy failed to hit his house’s rock
bottom, but managed to rip and blow the roof.

Marie Lumba, PHA staff

Caloocan
Streets drenched in kneehigh water is an ordinary occurrence in her district during
high tide and heavy rains. That’s
what the residents get for living
near the borders of the coastal towns of Navotas and
Malabon. But Ondoy was one of a kind. It scared
them out of their wits for bringing strong rains that
was almost non-stop and did soak the streets and
their home for the first time. Most of her family’s
belongings were damaged.

Jun Picaso, PHA staff

Sta. Ana, Manila
He braved the floods, swam
like a dog, the best style he
thought of to sustain his stamina
to be able get to SM Centerpoint.
Picaso came from overtime work for the supposed
World Heart Day celebration on Sept. 26, 2009.
The thought of checking out his house and to be
of help to his neighbors prodded him to get home
the fastest he could but he was trapped at SM Sta.
Mesa for one day. When he finally reached home,
he found out that he had lost everything.
It clicked on him that what he did was suicidal.
No material thing is worth risking his life. ♥

?

Dr. Zenaida Uy: I was home.
The whole time the major arteries
and passages were inundated, I
watched the news for updates
and prayed hard for the suffering
victims. I helped a lot of people.
The cash and in kind handed to them were coupled
with loads of prayers.

Dr. Blandina Ferrera: I was
out for rounds, had clinic and got
stranded in a grocery on my way
home. I thought that was the
end of the world. I instructed our
househelp to prepare a ladder to
be used to climb to the rooftop. Together, we said a lot
of prayers for everyone to be safe.
Dr. Connie Sison: My husband, Eric, and I were in San
Francisco, Calif., having a sumptuous dinner while exchanging pleasantries, with the grade
school classmates of Eric’s uncle
(who lives in LA). Then we got a call from Eric’s dad,
who was with our kids back in the Philippines. Sounding so upset, he informed us that “flood waters has
entered our house”. All I could mumble was ‘Oh God…
help.’ Eric and I isolated ourselves from the rest of the
party attendees, held hand, closed our eyes, bowed
our heads, and prayed with all our heart ‘Our Father
in heaven, please let the rain stop and let the flood
recede.
Dr. Irma Yape: I was at St.
Luke’s. I wondered this is unusual,
only two patients on a Saturday!
Where did my patients go? When
I realized that most roads were
impassable, I fed some stranded
colleagues, secretaries and patients.
Dr. Ma. Ina Bunyi: I was
home having our monthly bible
club meeting with neighborhood
kids. Rain steadily poured which
kinda alarmed me but I knew God
was in control. I wondered how we
would ferry Bible Club kids home. God paved a safe
way literally thru the flooded areas in Commonwealth
and BF Homes. We prayed, texted prayers and helped
a friend whose house was submerged. We washed
their clothes. ♥
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By the window of the house, was her son Wacks dry and warm.
And safe! The sight of her son alive was the greatest and the
only thing that mattered to her at that very moment.

T

he 8 o’clock sun
seems sleepy,
Cindy thought as
she boarded her
Starex. Cumulonimbus clouds
made the sky gloomy.

As her Starex started to wind
through the streets of posh New
Manila, Quezon City, she smiled to
herself. After less than 10 years of
hard work in her profession, she has
earned and invested a handsome
sum, to secure a very comfortable
life for her family. A weekend in
Baguio would be a perfect bonding,
she thought.
After seeing her admitted patients and while rehearsing for their

I

Strangers gave
me a lift – Cindy
By Don Robespierre C. Reyes, MD

showtime on the 7th floor of the UST
Hospital Medical Arts Building, rains
started to pour.
An hour lapsed, an upset Wacks, her
nine-year-old son, was on the other
line. “Don’t worry son, everything
is going to be alright. Mommy will
be there in a while. We’re all set for
Baguio,” she assured her son.
Initially, she was not worried because New Manila’s Rolling Hills never
had a history of inundation and water
in UST was only knee-deep.
The trip back to New Manila turned
out to be turbulent.
It took Cindy and Iking at least four
hours of rough ride and wading in
chest-high flood waters before reaching Rolling Hills.

t was a day that started out like any
other but for Dr. Greta Cortez of St.
Luke’s Heart Institute, it was the
beginning of the rest of her life.

Typhoon Ondoy destroyed their bungalow house
in Cainta, Rizal, and as its floodwaters receded,
their dreams were washed away with the rest of
their belongings.
Built from scratch by her parents with their
dream blueprint, it was in that comfortable house
and happy home where the past six years had
been well spent. But in less than 24 hours,
Greta and her family found themselves
sharing a small space on the 3rd floor
of their neighbour’s house with 4 other
families, some carrying children. Food
and water were scarce, and supplies
were running low fast. The elderly and
children became the priority of the rations.
But whatever selflessness that overflowed that
day became the foundation of a bond that wove
through their hearts.
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With an authoritative resolve, Iking,
her longtime driver, said: “Ma’am,
I could swim to your house and get
your son.”
She thought “Rolling Hills will be
another Atlantis? God forbid! as she
saw some properties underwater and
thought of some lives lost, perhaps,
but hopefully not, “Cindy languished.
She momentarily lost her sanity upon the sight of the subdivision
where the safety of her son remains
uncertain and the piece of bad news
that the wall by the creek collapsed.
Her prayers stormed the heavens.
A middle-aged man cruising with his
make-shift boat, with a cop on board,
agreed to Cindy’s fervent pleadings, to
rescue her son.

Greta: ‘Now
everything is
extraordinary’
By Maria Charisse Y. Lim-Gutierrez, MD

Being the doctor of the family, she took charge
of the health of her father who was suffering from
cardiomyopathy. Though his condition was
stable, his medications needed to be
maintained. Then along came the
response of love from all corners,
as friends, co-fellows and even
consultants. Her tears could not
be controlled as she saw the open
trunk of her friend’s car and the
packages of basic commodities that
were inside it. Food, clothes, towels,
footwear and even medicines for her father. But that
was not all. As days passed, more help came, supple-

Rowing through the village
seemed like eternal.
The area was almost unfamiliar to
Cindy save for the Christmas lantern
that hang from the roof all-year
round and the upper-half of her twofloor house. She thought everything
was a nightmare -- children coughing and a baby crying -- sounds that
came from the roof of her garage.
Toddlers shivering in cold, a pregnant
woman, a mother carrying her baby,
an elderly woman, all seeking refuge
on her garage roof. Younger men
clinging on to the fence with just
their heads above the flood waters.
Her heart stopped in disbelief.
By the window of the house, was
See page32

mented by a substantial financial aid from the St.
Luke’s Heart Institute itself, extended their help in
all sorts possible, overwhelming their family.
Greta and her family have since moved to a
furnished apartment along Kalayaan Avenue.
Still, they aren’t bent on resting on their blessings. The resolve to rebuild saw Greta and her
sister Antoinette return to their home almost every
night over the past weeks to overhaul their house,
repaint walls, and relying on the kindness of their
neighbors, their “extended family” , to oversee
repairs and reconstruction during the day.
“Looking back, I realize that my problems before
seem so little now,” Greta said. “ Now I’m seeing
everything in a different light, everything now is
beautiful and extraordinary.” She is thankful that
inspite the loss, everyone in her family is safe and
coping well. Their wish that they may be able to
return to their old home come Christmas time is
almost a reality . “My family and I still look the
same, but we all feel so different now, “ Greta
said, “God is really good, He is beyond good. He
is perfection.” ♥
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By Nick M. Cruz, MD

Ondoyaftermath
Ineffaceable proof of Ondoy’s rage and testimony of
God’s grace. They play up the harsh realities and bright
side of life.

Surge Rex Palma, MD, St. Luke’s Heart Medical Center
Relentless heavy downpour is beyond every man

The Morning After Rodney Jimenez, MD, UERMMMC
Cars that are beyond repair. Shoes dangling from a rod signify
uncertainty. But the brand new day promises a ray of hope

Suki Millet Banez, MD, UST Hospital
Come high water, suki delivers
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Serenity Timothy Dy, MD, Chinese General Hospital
Still and sparkly night after the storm
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Chapters’ Track

PHA-Davao does 6 CPR trainings

D

AVAO City – To date, on the 6th sessions of both the
Basic Life Support (BLS) and the Advanced Cardiac
Life Support (ACLS) PHA Davao Chapter has conducted 370 participants. Of this figure, 148 were
ACLS traineers, while 222 were BLS trainees.
Since the programs began in March 2008 the students were consultants,
residents nurses, medical and nursing students.
Conceptualized and implemented by the previous officers of the chapter
headed by Dr. Alisa Bernan, the trainees expressed exhilaration over this
advancement. Presently the BLS/ACLS program is spearheaded by Dr. Judy
Fortinez and Dr. Marilou Maglana . The program was created to spread awareness on the benefits of BLS/ACLS and to train trainees to be trainors. ♥

CPR enthusiasts

Cebu gears up
for postgrad course

C

EBU CITY, Nov. 27, 2009-- Preparations for the coming
11th Post graduate course on Feb. 12, 2010 at the
Waterfront Hotel in Lahug, Cebu City is in full swing.
It is aptly themed “Return to the Heart!” New and old
issues will be tackled.
Plenary: New Advancements in
Echocardiography – 3D Echo Atrial
Fibrillation and Cardio Embolic
Stroke: A Cardiologist’s Perspective; Combination; Therapy in Cardio Embolic Stroke: A Neurologist’s
Perspective; Managing Common
Shunt Anomalies in Pediatrics;

What to do in Adult with ASD/
VSD?; Hypertensive Emergency with
the Pregnant Patient; Postpartum
Cardiomyopathy; Guideline Base
Management of CSA; Guideline Base
Management of AMI; New Insights
to Heart Failure: When Do I Refer?
And What’s New with RF/IE? ♥

PHA Council on CPR
goes to Iligan

I

LIGAN CITY, Sept. 11, 2009 -- Sixty health professionals from
13 hospitals attended the Basic Life Support and Advanced
Cardiac Life Support three-day course held at the Mercy Community Hospital (MCH), conducted by the Philippine Heart
Association Council on Cardio-Pulmonary Resuscitation.

PHA Cebu president Dr. Roy Entienza and vice president Dr. Alex Junia led the
two-day ACLS training that was attended by the medical staff of the Cebu
City Medical Center. The ACLS “students” will earn corresponding continuing
medical education credits. Entienza said that this is the first of a series of
activities in Cebu.
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The three members of the Council
on CPR (l-r) Dr. Orlando Bugarin, Dr.
Francis Lavapie and Ronaldo Grande
and the training’s primemovers Dr.
Miriam Timonera (4th fr l), MCH
Cardio Department head and Dr.
Mary Jane Concepcion (2nd row, 2nd
fr r), overall chair, Iligan Society of
Internists, are in a huddle with other
medical staff .
The trainees come from the follow-

ing hospitals -- Dr. Uy Hospital, Inc.,
Mindanao Sanitarium Hospital, St.
Michael College, Holcim Philippines,
Inc. Iligan Medical Center Hospital,
E & R Hospital & Pharmacy, Zanorte
Medical Hospital, AFP Medical Center
GHQ, Gregorio T. L Luch Memorial Hospital, St. Mary’s & Children’s Hospital,
Inc., Pagadian City Medical Center
Hospital , St. Louis RVW Center. Ning
Grande ♥
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Davao’s pride

Roomier home
for Kelly & Anne

D

AVAO City, Nov. 3, 2009 --With a bullish outlook, the
PHA- Davao Southern Mindanao Chapter moved to its
new and bigger office at room 8, 2nd floor, Yolanda
Building of the Barez Land Development Corp., Sobrecarey St., Obrero, in this city.
The growing number of equipment
for the chapter’s ACLS/BLS training
program, badly needed more storage.
So fair, it has acquired the following:
1. Megacode Kelly, an intubatable
6-ft manikin with chest and heart
sounds, IV practice site and arrhythmia
simulators; 2. Brady Junior (1) ; 3. Sani
man (1); 4. Baby Anne (16); 5. Mini
Anne (5); 6. Little Anne (11); 7. CPR
prompt (1);8. Basic body (6);9. Pedia
dolls (11).
The chapter has also five simulators,
four defibrillators, two practice AED,
more than a dozen ambubags, face
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masks, a DVD player and sound system.
With all the equipment on hand and
AHA-trained trainors (in Dubai) the
trainees of the are assured of training
par excellence. ♥

Erratum
In the Chapters’ Track photo
caption on page 12 of the PHAN
July-August 29, 2009 issue, the
PHA Chapter officer on the extreme
left was Dr. Elfred Batalla, not Dr.
Barcinas as inadvertently labeled.
Our apologies, ED.
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Features

T

hat voice is unmistakable. Whether that voice
is filtered by the airwaves, lecturing before UP
MassCom students, addressing the Philippine
Science Journalists Association (PSIJourn), that
is indubitably, Angelo Palmones’ timbre.

Short &

sweet stint
By Gynna P. Gagelonia

An icon in broadcast media and a staunch Advocate of a number of
causes, he has reaped accolades and gained the admiration of his superiors, peers, co-workers and protégés who call him “Kuya”.
Excellence is a way of life for Palmones. Despite his stature, he is down
to earth. He is a sucker for Advocacy endeavors. Despite an almost endless list of multi-tasks that stir up his stress levels, he coolly embraces
Advocacy projects, with passion.
At DZMM and ABS-CBN Foundation, he is at the fore of a litany of
Advocacy projects. Before joining the PHA, he was part of the Midwives
Association of the Philippines. He churns out science articles that see print
in the Health Page of the Philippine Daily Inquirer every Saturday.
When he took on the challenge of being the PHA vice president for External Affairs, on day 1, he was straightforward. He said, “I am 10 percent
with you, in spirit, but not in all the meetings given my schedule”.
We had brief but prolific meetings and this writer noticed how the man
took full advantage of his iphone, his virtual mobile “office”. After several
clicks on its pads and a few calls, a deal is sealed and the job is delegated.
In an hour, his staff is on the other line or right in front of you.
Kuya’s sked as DZMM top honcho; broadcaster; writer/columnist,
academician/lecturer; can be backbreaking. But he has a wonderful
family, his wife, lawyer Nancy Rivas, children: Angela Gabrielle and
Angelo Gabriel as source of inspiration -- a soothing elixir to keep him
going and fire up his Advocacy spirit.
A devoted father, even a bungled sked will not
stand in the way of his duty as the “school
driver” of his kids. He doesn’t mind being
labeled as a stage father with his indispensable still/videocam to document his kids’
milestones.
The man who has imbibed Advocacy and
breathes public service is bent on exploring
a new frontier. He is running as a Partylist
Agham representative in the May 2010 polls.
When I told him “Kuya, we will sorely miss you as well as
the PHA Hour on MGD”, he quipped “You will be taken care of. I already
endorsed you to DZMM. “I am just a phone call away” , said the multiawarded broadcast journalist. In the recent Golden Dove Awards, he was
adjudged “The Best Science and Techology Journalist”. He hosts Bago
Yan Ah!, a science-oriented program every Sunday ♥
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Angelo Palmones

is Mr. Advocacy

I

By Dr. Saturnino P. Javer

don’t know if we can ever quantify the number of hypertensive
people who somehow changed their eating habits while listening
to us, over our program with Angelo Palmones and Channel 2, or
how many smokers quit the habit, or how many complacent or
lackadaisical individuals changed their perspective of their illness upon
listening to their interactions.
What I know is that is for every individual who got enticed to living a healthy
lifestyle (HL), to eat less salty foods, to exercise regularly, to adopt healthy eating
habits, while listening on a show that Angelo facilitated for us, such change was
brought about by PHA and Angelo. So in a sense, one does not have to be a physician
to be able to treat and prevent disease, even a journalist can, with the right amount
of insight and given the opportunity.
It has been a fruitful two years working with Angelo. I know we did not get to see
you around very much, physically, which to be fair, Angelo cautioned us at the start,
since his shows usually coincided with the Board meeting. But he more than made
up for his absence through the presence he ensure the PHA would have insofar, as
media mileage is concerned – and for that, PHA is eternally grateful.
In the past six years, ABS-CBN and DZMM have always been very supportive of
the PHA Advocacy. With Palmones around, what ensued were more appearances for
the PHA Board, Council officers and other members, at no extra cost. The PHA had a
regular twice- a-month slot on DZMM-Teleradyo Magandang Gabi, Dok.
A major joint undertaking was the PHA A4A (Assembly for Advocacy), a collaboration with Campus Media Network which is very much identified with Angelo.
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Courage,
bravery...
From page 2

respond to the needs of those stricken by Ondoy. Another
facet of the Filipino cardiologist was unveiled.
Even before Philippine news here and around the
world could simmer down from the effects of the twin
storms Ondoy and Pepeng, headlines hit big with the
gruesome Maguindanao massacre, also known as
the Ampatuan massacre. Words could not adequately
describe this insatiable greed for power that resulted
in mass graves on the morning of November 23, 2009.
A condemnable act that reveals the tip of the iceberg
of what appears to be a deeply rooted conflict among
political parties that our government has allowed to
prosper or must have even supported for reasons we can
sum up in the word corruption. Boundaries of morality
and human dignity have been crossed.

Multi-talented physician and journalist Dr. Jose Rizal
exposed the abuses of the Spanish authorities on the
Filipino society during his time. If Rizal were alive today,
he would surely boldly write sequels to his powerful
revolutionary books to make us see that the social cancer
he has been alluding to in the past has grown even deadlier. His quest for freedom and welfare for his people and
his obsession for peaceful reforms that fanned Filipino
patriotism and brought him to martyrdom, would meet
its greatest challenge in the core of the Maguindanao
massacre and many other political jungles. He would
have to muster more courage to stand by his guiding
principles that made him our national hero. He would
have to deal with a deeper and more widespread form of
corruption. He would have to get into the core of greed in
the hearts of his very own “kababayans”, the very people
that he fought freedom for. Rizal’s cry for nationhood
has liberated us from the claws of colonizers and yes,
freedom has been won for us. But now that we no
longer answer to a colonial power, we fall into the hands
of our own breed who have abused freedom and power.
Are we now victims or perpetuators in the complex web
of a so-called inter-dependent world?
Looking back at the ravages of Ondoy, Pepeng and the
Maguinadanao crime would only bring us to a dismal
state of what could have been. We who are caught in
the aftermath of these natural and man-made calamities cannot help but speculate about why these events
happened and where we are heading to. It takes courage
to rise above the devastation and to move on. It takes
even more courage to confront our personal limitations
instead of harping on the weaknesses of others. In reality
we are one nation under one government and hence we
cannot be uninformed and uninvolved. Instead of pointing an accusing finger to the city planners and leaders
who are supposed to be the ones in authority to implement regulations and assure our safety as private citizens
and the nation as a whole, now is the time to examine

the circumstances besetting our nation from a personal
level in order for us to move forward together.
As physicians, we are the masterminds of wellness
to promote good health and preserve quality if not
quantity of life. As a body of cardiologists under the
PHA, we are supposed to be living advocates of a healthy
lifestyle, and hence powerfully so, the protagonists of
health reforms in the fight against the biggest health
enemy of the country, Cardiovascular Disease. We are
trained to calculate health risks for our patients to prevent medical catastrophes that can escalate to health
issues of national concern. Yet in the face of natural and
man-made calamities, in an instant lives are lost and we
meet the antithesis to our cause of upholding life. As
the PHA, we rise above national disasters, unshakeable
in shaky times to bring hope for health and quality of
life in the midst of crisis.
What then can we do as individual members of the
Philippine Heart Association? We are strategically
placed in various positions and with our God-given talents, good education and sound minds, we can prosper
Photo by R. Jimenez, MD

PHA A4A was the first-ever assembly
of campus student writers for the HL
Advocacy. The meeting aimed to involve and enlist the support of campus
student writers in promoting the HL
Advocacy. Sponsored by Therapharma,
and held at the Bayanihan Hall at the
Unilab Bldg., on Pioneer, Mandaluyong
City, it drew a turnout of 150 college
students from Metro Manila and neighboring provinces.
Looking back… Yes, it started with
an ambush.
I was scheduled to have a guesting on
DZMM Teleradyo. Gynna Gagelonia, PHA
MRO, brokered that chance encounter.
She was able to pull strings with some
staff there and dragged Angelo along
while I was at the holding room.
After the brief introduction, Angelo
let out statements like “yes, that’s a very
noble project, we can give it some spin…
we can give you some exposure…”
I have a confession to make, Angelo.
Jaded enough by other comments before,
I took it as was one of those showbizzy
remarks.
I thought that the Teleradyo stint kinda
cemented the first meeting.
Dr. Efren Vicaldo, then PHA president,
sounded off the possibility of inviting
Angelo Palmones vs. other personalities
who have been named. We had some
background checks. We did out little
work. We made sure we don’t get tied up
with very controversial personalities. We
really have very minimal requirements
– nonsmoker, they do not own tobacco
companies or supplement companies.
I was tasked to introduce the idea, so
we had dinner at Marios’ with Gynna,
Gingkoy Inciong, PHA ED, and myself. He
appeared receptive, and to make the story
short, Angelo became the new PHA VP for
External Affairs.
PHA wishes to thank Angelo for allowing us to be part of your life, we hope that
you, likewise, feel gratified for having let
PHA enter yours. We wish you luck in all
your future endeavors. Who knows, you
may become president one day, then
you can create a Deparment of Heathy
Lifestyle or DHL, and one of us can be your
cabinet Secretary. ♥

UERMMMC campus
in our individual and collective missions as we fulfill our
God-given purpose on this earth. Through the efforts
of our leaders and working committees, the PHA now
holds the prestige of being nationally recognized as a
visionary organization. Hence, we should continue to
live our days in integrity lest we make our own version of
greed and corruption that could undermine our understanding and observance of medical professionalism. In
the words of St. Paul to the Church in Ephesus, “Be very
careful, then how you live – not as unwise but as wise,
making the most of every opportunity, because the
days are evil. Therefore do not be foolish but understand
what the Lord’s will is.” (Ephesians 5:15-17).
If one man can make or break a nation then we ought
to individually seek to make a positive contribution
no matter how small to bring us into a better level of
preparedness for all of life’s pleasant or unpleasant
surprises. ♥
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I survived

By Saturnino P. Javier, MD

the Israeli-Jordanian
border
I quickly pulled my hand down. I realized that the upswing
movement of the hand might be perceived as a photo
shoot. No, I did not take a photo. I realized that could get
me in trouble. Ooops, too late. It already did.

A

gesture, I believe, did it all.
It was a very brief upward
swing of the right hand holding a
Canon Ixus in what seemed like
an attempt to take a photo of
the nearby mountainous terrain surrounding the
Israeli-Jordanian border military base. This was
after a pleasant cruise along the Allenby-King
Hussein Bridge that separates Israel from Jordan,
and immediately after passing through the immigration counter while on our way to board the
tourist bus that will take us to the Amman
International Airport en route to Dubai.
(Background: A few days ago, while
touring Jerusalem and Bethlehem1,
our Israeli tourist guide, Bassan, reminded us to avoid taking pictures of
military officers and bases, checkpoints
and similar installations.)
In an instant, I remembered Bassan’s
admonition, so I quickly pulled my hand down.
I realized that the upswing movement of the hand
might be perceived as a photo shoot. No, I did not
take a photo. I realized that could get me in trouble.
Ooops, too late. It already did.
In less than a minute, a lady security force, a
petite lass probably in her late 20s, asked for the
guy in black shirt with a moustache (that was yours
truly) to get off the bus and come with her.
Why you take picture of base?, she asked. To
which I retorted - No, I did not. Here, check my
camera. She did - and found nothing. But I guess,
she already had enough reason to make my life
miserable. She motioned me to come with her to
the gated side compound beside the immigration
and departure area. The Israeli tour guide, Bassan,
calmly tried to talk to her, but to no avail. She radioed the security force officer (presumably) while
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I was asked to sit on a bench, not too far away from
her, while Bassan looked helplessly a few meters
away and all my companions, some 20 other doctors,
craned their necks looking from the tourist bus some
40 to 50 meters away.
I was telling myself my Arabic ‘terrorist’ façade is
taking me to a whole new level. How did I feel being accosted in the land of Israelis and Jordanians?
Amused. Annoyed. Scared. And anxious – all at the
same time – especially after I saw the harassed and
worried look on Bassan’s face.
It took one security officer
(probably the assistant) about
10 minutes to arrive. Those
10 minutes were more than
enough to give me a fairly
good idea of what the worst
case scenarios were. I had read
about and seen those before - on
television and in the movies.
Will I be subjected to full-scale interrogation? Will I be brought to a room full of
cameras and surrounded by one-way mirrors? Will
I be stripped of my clothes? Will I be tortured and
made to admit something I did not do or say? Will
all my personal belongings be checked? And will I
be detained?
I was bracing myself for the worst.
The security officer rattled off a few questions.
Then another security officer came, presumably the
boss, because the two others were reporting to him.
More questions. The questions came in rapid fire
sequence. Why are you here in Israel? Did you meet
anyone in Israel? What do you do for a living? What
kind of doctor are you? How long have you been
here? Why do you have visa to India and China? Why
do you keep traveling? Why are you here in Israel?
What kind of doctor are you?

I knew the questions were meant to check if my
answers would be consistent. I tried to answer the
questions nonchalantly and matter-of-factly. Do you
have a cell phone? I said yes and asked if they wanted
it. Do you have a laptop? I said yes, and asked if would
they like me to get it so they could check on it?
I guess the offers to check cell phone and computer plus the PRC license of Manila convinced
them once, and for all, I was just an ordinary
tourist with the facial attributes (perhaps) or
demeanor of a terrorist , but totally incapable of
launching a nuclear attack, a suicidal bombing
or a jihad they might have pictured (and overrated) me to be?
As an aside, while inside the immigration area,
one of the huge tarpaulin posters on the walls
prominently displayed the photographs of six men
who were presumably the most wanted in Israel
with 10 million USD price tags on their heads. Many
in the group joked that my picture would perfectly
fit the batch of Israel’s most notorious group. I was
like their long-lost comrade – replete with the
moustache and the countenance.
When they finally let me go, everyone heaved a
sigh of relief. There was one universal conclusion.
Everyone was unanimously convinced that it was
the face, the moustache and the profile that did it
all. What made it worst was I had grown a beard
after not shaving for a week, enough to achieve the
terrorist look at its most menacing.
The Israeli-Jordanian border incident just confirmed my worst expectations of how international
paranoia for any possible terrorist can impact on the
most harmless and ubiquitous tourist under the
least threatening circumstances. I have always been
a victim of this archetypal profiling of anyone with
Middle-Eastern features. A colleague, Joel Abanilla,
who was with us in that trip, argued whether the
looks are a blessing or a curse.
Whether in San Francisco or Detroit, I am
the arriving passenger who always manages to
receive the ‘pleasure’ of a random or a spot check,
the rounds of back and forth trips through metal
detectors, the extensive body search. Too regular
and predictable to be random? Go figure.
It is time, perhaps, to sport a hairless face, a
halo atop my head, a serene façade. Hmmm… if
only these are available for purchase from grocery
shelves or drugstore counters.
1The Holy Land trip was part of stand-alone
symposium organized by Therapharma Inc. ♥
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By Angeles A. Yap, MD

Rights of Patients

B

(Last of a two-part series)

ut these five elements must concur: the patient must understand the nature of his condition, understand the nature of the proposed treatment or procedure, must be aware of the
alternative courses of action, is acquainted with the risks of the proposed and alternative
courses of action and be informed of the success or failure of the proposed or alternative
therapies. Anything less of the five elements is unauthorized treatment. If the patient
withdraws his consent during the course of the treatment or procedure, the physician must desist immediately unless such withdrawal will endanger the life and health of the patient. The rule of thumb is :
when the risk of untoward result is statistically high, or the risk is low but when it occurs, it is severe, the
patient must be informed regardless of its effect on his morale. If the untoward event is statistically low or
severity of risk is not great, the physician may safely tailor his warning so as not to excite patient’s fear.
A consent given by the patient may be a general
one (blanket consent) in which case the physician
is given unlimited authority and discretion to apply
any procedure to the patient. This is the usual type
a patient signs on admission. This is so far criticized
because this means complete “surrender” of the
patient and unconditional delegation of his rights to
the physician and which is contrary to public order
and therefore of no legal effect. It does not relieve
the physician of liability arising from negligence.
Sometimes a clause “to do additional or alternative
surgery” is incorporated in the consent for surgery.
Though this is a type of blanket consent, this provision is legal provided the “additional” procedure
performed is within the normal dictates of the
consented surgery. Another type is the limited
or conditional consent which is usually signed
prior to a specific surgery or procedure. If such
a consent is given with an imposed condition, it
must be respected and strictly complied with. If
such a condition compromises the treatment, the
physician’s remedy is to politely decline to attend
to him rather than violate the condition. The only
exception to this rule is in emergency cases. The last
type is the one with a “non-liability or exculpatory
clause” like “the hospital or any member of its staff
shall not be held liable civilly or criminally to whatever be the consequence . . .”. This one is onerous,
prejudicial to the interest of the public and against
public policy, therefore, like the blanket consent, it
has no legal effect.
The right to privacy and confidentiality is
the right to be left alone and be free from unwarranted publicity and the right to demand that ALL
information, communication and records pertaining to his care be kept confidential. Invasion of
the right to privacy may be in the form of physical
intrusion at a time when the patient might right-
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fully expect to be left alone, publication of information which might be objectionable or offensive to
ordinary persons and appropriating for commercial
purposes some aspect of the personality or other
facet’s of patient’s life. Exceptions to this are when
the disclosure will benefit public health and safety,
when it is in the interest of justice and upon order
of a competent court (i.e. a suspect using insanity
or illness as defense), when a patient waives the
same in writing and when it is needed for continued
medical treatment and advancement of medical science subject to de-identification of the patient and
shared medical confidentiality of those who have
access to his records.
The right to information is the right of the patient to be informed of the results of the evaluation
of the nature and extent of his disease, any other
contemplated procedures and medical treatment,
any change of plan before change is made, the
extent of payments, the need and referrals made
to other specialists, itemized bill and thorough
explanation of such bill, discharge instructions, brief
summary of his confinement, to view his medical
records with the presence of the attending physician
or the hospital representative and the reproduction
of medical record and medical certificate, the latter
free of charge.
The patient has the right to choose his health
care provider and facility. Exceptions are when he
is under the care of a service facility, when public
health and safety so demands and when he waives
these rights in writing.
The right to self-determination entitles the
patient to avail for himself any recommended diagnostic and treatment procedures available. He has
the right to advance directive to administer terminal
care in cases of terminal illness, provided that he is
informed of the medical consequences of his choice,

that he releases those involved in his care from any
obligation which may arise from his decision and
his decision will not prejudice public health and
safety. The right to self-determination is amply
summarized in the pronouncement of the Supreme
Court : “A man is the master of his own body and
he may expressly prohibit the performance of
life-saving surgery or other medical treatment.
A doctor may well believe that an operation or
other form of treatment is desirable or necessary,
but the law does not permit him to substitute his
judgment for that of the patient by any form of
artifice or deception”.
The right to religious belief is the freedom to
believe and the freedom to act in accordance with
one’s belief. While the former is an absolute freedom the latter is not absolute and is limited by the
Police Power of the State. The patient has the right
to refuse medical treatment or procedures which
may be contrary to his religious beliefs but parents
cannot impose the same upon their minor children
in case of life threatening situation as determined
by the attending physician or the medical director
of the hospital. Parents are free to become martyrs
for their religious beliefs but they cannot impose
such martyrdom to their minor offspring. In these
cases, the attending physician or any interested
person may file a petition in court and in a summary proceeding the latter may give the consent
or appoint a guardian to give the same.
The right to medical records entitles a
patient to the summary of his medical history
and condition, to view the contents of his medical
records with the attending physician explaining the
same, except the psychiatric notes and incriminatory information about third parties, reproduction
of same record even if he has not settled his fees,
safeguarding the confidentiality , integrity and
authenticity of his medical record and to avail of
medical certificate and other requirements for
insurance claims.
The patient has the right to leave the hospital regardless of his physical condition, provided
that he is informed of the medical consequences
of his decision, he releases those involved in his
care from any obligation arising therefrom and
his decision will not prejudice public health and
safety. He has the right not to be detained against
See page 32
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The making of CPG

EVID
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To fast-tract the development
of these CPGs, the Philippine Heart
Association, in partnership with the
APCEBM, conducted a CPG Development Workshop at the Crowne Plaza
Hotel, Quezon City on August 22-23,
2009. Over PHA 50 members representing the 16 councils, chapters and
board members of the PHA attended
the workshop.
The “explosion of evidence”
makes it difficult for the clinician to keep up and integrate
evidence into clinical practice.
“Less than half of the knowledge
and technology [published] is being used,” said Dans. “Instead of
looking for new knowledge, why
not focus more on using what
we already know?” This is called
“knowledge translation”—
translating currently available
knowledge into useable knowledge. Like other integrative
articles (e.g., systematic reviews, meta-analyses), CPGs are

a way of translating knowledge,
and helping physicians utilize
evidence-based medicine.
Preparing for CPGs
Developing CPGs requires a four-step
cycle: 1) Preparation phase; 2) Data
synthesis; 3) Consensus development;
and 4) Monitoring of impact. The CPGs
may then be updated, going through
the same cycle, after the impact of the
CPGs have been evaluated.
The preparation phase starts by
identifying the problem: “Is there a
need to do CPGs in the first place?”
CPGs are appropriate when any of
the following are present: Significant
variations in practice, Poor quality of
care, Rising costs and General confusion.
Many times, there are already
published CPGs available from other
countries or organizations. These CPGs
have to be evaluated, as part of data
synthesis. First, are these CPGs valid
(Are all groups considered in the recommendations? Are the interventions
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he importance of developing Clinical Practice Guidelines
(CPG) is pivotal in the local setting. Practicing medicine
backed by valid studies (evidence) is crucial in qualifying and quantifying the benefits and risks of interventions, whether they are diagnostic, therapeutic, or rehabilitative,
said Dr. Antonio Dans of the Asia Pacific Center for Evidence-based
Medicine (APCEBM).

D
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‘Globalize the evidence, localize the decision’--Dans
and outcomes relevant? Are there processes to consider like patient values
and preferences? Do the CPGs indicate
strengths of recommendations?)
Secondly, are the CPGs applicable in
the local setting? Are there differences
(biological, technical, etc.) that may affect the applicability of the guidelines?
A local panel for applicability should
evaluate both the recommendations
and the evidence used in developing
the recommendations.
The nitty-gritty of CPG development
The panel is also in charge of reviewing the evidence and developing
the recommendations (consensus
development), specifically:
Judging the level of evidence (Is
the quality of evidence high, medium,
low, or very low?)
Evaluating the balance sheet of
benefit (Does the evidence demonstrate net benefit?)
Developing and grading the recommendations (Should the clinician
perform the intervention?)
A panel consists of a non-conflicted
editor (a methods expert with no
conflicts of interest), a deputy editor
(a content expert), and panel members
that should ideally include frontline
physicians.
Considering the significant impact
of panel’s decisions on the CPG recommendations, panel members should
disclose conflicts of interest (COI).
There are two classifications of COI:
primary and secondary: Primary COI
includes financial or intellectual (primary article authorship) relationships,
including those of spouses or partner,
with possible interested institutions
within 36 months of the guidelines
development (voting). Those with
primary COI cannot participate in the
drafting, deliberation, and voting of
recommendations; Secondary COI
includes financial relationships with
interested institutions, but regarding

E

an unrelated product; or authorship
in secondary papers (e.g., reviews,
other CPGs). Those with secondary
COI may perform all roles, but should
declare the said COI explicitly.
Making decisions
The International Clinical Epidemiology Network (INCLEN) advocates the use of the Knowledge
Management Plus (KM+) CPG development process. This process
attempts to standardize the way
evidence is graded, benefits are
qualified, and recommendations are
set and equity is addressed.
Previous CPGs have used an oversimplistic approach to grading of
evidence, based solely on the study
designs (observational studies are of
poor quality, while randomized controlled trials are of high quality).
But this approach fails to consider
several factors, such as the specific
intricacies of each individual study,
as well as the quality of how each
study was conducted. It is also
possible to make strong recommendations in the absence of RCTs,
if the only available evidence are
observational studies (e.g., there are
no RCTs demonstrating harm caused
by smoking, but recommendations
on smoking cessation are strong).
More importantly, this approach
seldom considers essential factors in
actual practice, such as drug availability or costs.
Hence, the KM+ method looks
beyond the study designs, and
looks at the over-all climate of the
evidence on the topic. The KM+
grading system specifically qualifies the extent to which one can be
confident that an estimate of the
effect or association is correct:
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A high grading means further
research is unlikely to change the confidence in the estimate of the effect;
A moderate grading means further
research is likely to have important
impact and may change the estimate;
A low grading means further research
is very likely to change the estimate;
A very low grading means any
estimate is very uncertain.
The panel also decides on the
benefit and risks of the interventions
(balance sheet). The panel first
determines which outcomes the intervention needs to affect to be able to be
considered beneficial. Only outcomes
deemed critical will be taken into
consideration. The panel then reviews
the evidence, and judges whether the
intervention has the following effect
on these critical outcomes: net benefit
(the intervention clearly does more
good than harm); trade-offs (there
are some tradeoffs between good and
harm); uncertain benefit (it is unclear
whether the intervention does more
good than harm) and no net benefit

(the intervention clearly does more
harm than good).
Lastly, the panel decides on appropriate recommendations, and the
strength of recommendations (or the
degree of confidence that desirable
effects outweigh undesirable effect).
The recommendation will be: Strongly
do it; uncertain; don’t do it. Strongly
don’t do it.
This step considers all aspects,
including the quality of the evidence,
the seriousness of the outcome, the
magnitude and precision of the benefits and risks, as well as the cost of
the intervention.
A strong recommendation means
all physicians should perform the
recommendation. A weak (uncertain)
recommendation means that patient
choices and preferences can dictate
whether or not the intervention should
be performed, and that the aversion of
harm becomes the primary objective.
Equity through guidelines
In the INCLEN KM+ CPG development process, the KM part includes

an evaluation of efficacy, effectiveness
and efficiency. Meanwhile, the “Plus”
evaluates appropriateness and more
importantly, equity.
According to Margaret Whitefield,
inequities are differences that are
unnecessary, avoidable, and more
importantly, unfair and unjust. These
inequities may occur between Places
of residence, Race, Occupation, Gender, Religion, Education, Socioeconomic status, and Social capital/
resources (PROGRESS).
The KM+ Equity Lens utilizes the
following scrutinizing questions: Is
the health problem a priority for potentially disadvantaged groups?; Did
the guidelines look into the possibility
of differential effects in potentially
disadvantaged populations? Is the
interest of potentially disadvantaged
populations represented in the expert
panel?; Is the interest of potentially
disadvantaged populations represented in the feedback process?; Were
feasible knowledge transfer strategies
laid out to address barriers to the

implementation of the guidelines
in the disadvantaged population?;
Did the impact assessment include
evaluation of health gains across
disadvantaged populations?
These six questions should be in
mind during the entire process of
CPG development. Only when CPGs
address health inequities can these
recommendations truly be faithful
to the PHA Creed: We believe …
In tempering the science with the
art of Medicine, practicing a holistic
approach … In health as vital in the
development and progress of our nation … In excellence, and the pursuit
of it … In alliances, constructive and
synergistic, with all who share our vision … In Respect for human life.
Finally, the PHA Board members,
Council chairs and chapter officers
decided to adapt this model of
Guideline development. The PHA
Board might decide to create a Health
Policy Committee that will oversee all
guidelines and ensure implementation through legislation. ♥

Eternal students & researchers
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Rights... From page 29
his will solely for non-settlement of his financial
obligations provided that appropriate arrangement has been made for settlement thereof and
that the unpaid bills is considered lost income by
the hospital and is deductible from gross income
for the taxable year.
The patient has the right to refuse to participate in medical research. Such medical
research should be done only with written,
informed consent of the patient, the institution
doing the same must establish an Institutional or
Ethical Review Board. And in relation therewith,
the Department of Health shall safeguard the
continuing training and education of the future
health practitioners.
The right to correspondence and to receive
visitors is subject to reasonable limits prescribed
by the health care institution.
The patient is granted the right to express
grievances without fear of discrimination and
reprisal, and the disposition of his complaints.
The Philippine Medical Association (PMA) has
established a Grievance Mechanism by which a
patient whose rights are violated and the physician concerned may discuss the problem. The
Mediation Phase is non-adversarial in nature and
efforts are exerted for the amicable settlement
of the problem. No monetary compensation is
involved nor the presence of a legal counsel.
The aggrieved patient files his complaint within
60 days from the occurrence of the violation
complained of to the Ethics Committee of the
PMA through its component societies. The Ethics Committee of the local component society is
composed of three members of the said society,
three members of the specialty society corresponding to the case and one representative
from the public, private or religious sector. If
the problem is not resolved with mediation, the
complainant may file a case for arbitration. Only
complaints of physical injuries shall proceed with
the arbitration process. The grievance mechanism
is a sine-qua-non to filing a case with the judicial
body. All the parties to the complaints shall be
bound by the rules on confidentiality on all levels
of the Grievance Mechanism and all minutes shall
not be disclosed to any party unless authorized
by the court of law.
The last right is the right to be informed of
his rights and obligations as a patient. This is
done by doing nationwide launching of information campaign and posting of such rights in bulletin
boards of the health care institutions.
Just like any person granted a right, a patient
likewise has obligations demanded of him. Also,
if patients are granted the above rights, healthcare
providers have rights, too. The latter I will discuss
in the subsequent issues. ♥
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WHD...

pulmonary resuscitation lecture/demo; mass
aerobics, Dress-Up Your Jeans and photo
contest inspired by the WHD 2009 theme
“Wellness in the Workplace”, are among the
many activities.
PHA Director and WHD 2009 co-chair
Dr. Ma. Adelaida Iboleon-Dy conceptualized the “Dress-Up…” contest. She said
because denim is a symbol of equality
and freedom as well as versatility in any
field.” Jag is sponsoring the contest.
Quezon City is the WHD 2009
local government unit partner of
the PHA. Mayor Sonny Belmonte
has pledged support for the
activity. ♥

8th ICCAD... From page 10

training from UST Hospital participated in the poster
presentation during the 2nd Asia Pacific Heart
Rhythm Society Scientific Sessions (APHRS) held in
Beijing, China last October 22-24, 2009.
Dr. Allan Romero, presented his research titled
Extra-thoracic Subclavian Venipuncture for Permanent Pacemaker or Defibrillator Leads: a Two-Year
Description of Safe Access Approach while Dr. Leah
Sanglay presented Permanent Pacemaker and
Cardioverter-Defibrillator Implantation: Description of Clinical Profiles, Procedural Outcomes and
Follow-up of Patients at the USTH.
The two papers were the only entries from the
Philippines to the APHRS 2009 which was organized
in conjunction with the 5th Asia Pacific Atrial Fibrillation Symposium. ♥

From page 8
of homes and properties of our fellow Filipinos,
among whom are PHA members and colleagues
in the profession, PHA staff and pharmaceutical
friends. Thus, the Board decided to call off the
celebration and reset it for some time.”
“The post observance of WHD celebration will
be staged as a Heart Fair Kakaibang Pasko sa
Kakaibang Panahon in December. Harping on
cardiovascular disease prevention and healthy
lifestyle during the Yule season is the most meaningful Christmas present of the PHA to the public,”
Ongtengco added.
A free clinic, risk factor screenings, Lay Forum
on Rehabilitation Heart Healthy Lay Forum, cardio-

cise test using the Bruce Protocol in determining
significant obstructive CAD. His research also
determined that these same parameters can
predict the severity of CAD.
The other scientific papers orally presented
came from the Netherlands, Mexico, Canada,
Australia, Japan, Iran, Egypt and Italy.
The congress carried the theme “From Prevention to Intervention” and gathered over 1,000
delegates from all parts of the globe. Moreover,
more than 1,000 scientific papers were submitted
to the 8th ICCAD.
Meanwhile, two more cardiology fellows-in-

Cindy... From page 22

her son Wacks dry and warm. And safe! The sight
of her son alive was the greatest and the only
thing that mattered to her at that very moment.
Iking was already there helping some children
to the roof. She climbed up the roof and joined
the others who she found out, were all slum
dwellers who live on the other side of the wall.
The iron grills kept her from entering through
the window. She asked Angeline to bring out dry
blankets and towels to warm the drenched poor
souls on her roof.
Before it got dark, Iking finally found an iron
cutting tool. When she finally climbed up the
room, she embraced her son tightly sobbing. “Everything’s going to be fine, mom,”Wacks comforted
his mother.
She opted to stay put in the house that night.
There was no electricity, no food and no water.
But her son, Angeline, Iking and some people they
helped were all alive. That was enough to afford
her some comfort and a feeling of security.

The morning greeted Cindy and the rest of her
household with the floodwaters subsided. The first
floor was a total wreck. No furniture or appliance
was spared. The walls and floor were all mud and
dirt. With the help of some of her loyal friends, her
house was tidied up in a couple of days.
It was in the days that followed the calamity
that made her truly realize relevant lessons in life.
Catastrophe knows no boundaries nor social rank.
Her inner self is the source of her strength as she can
never ultimately depend on anyone except herself.
She missed the simple comforts like the joy when
she drinks a glass of cold water or eating homecooked food prepared by her loyal house help.
Her son is the source of her inspiration, the reason
for her being. She could always replace material
things lost, but never the life of her beloved.
Though she gets the jitters whenever it rains, she
consoles herself with the fact that her son is lot more
sane than she is, considering the ordeal mother and
son went through. “I am here mom. Everything will
be all right,” these words ring in her mind and heart,
are soothing and reassuring. ♥
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Cardiology Viewpoints
By Edward Bengie L. Magsombol, MD

Extracorporeal Shockwave
Myocardial Revascularization (ESMR)

1

What is Extracorporeal Shockwave Myocardial
Revascularization (ESMR)?
ESMR is the most recent addition to our varied options in the
treatment of refractory angina. This modality, initially tested in
Germany, incorporates the principles of application of shockwave
therapy learned from both animal and clinical studies in ischemic coronary
heart disease. Shockwave, about a tenth of the strength used in kidney stone
treatment, is applied to areas of myocardial ischemia with the purpose of
inducing vasodilatation (early effect) through release of endogenous nitric
oxide and neovascularisation (later effect) via the release of vascular endothelial
growth factors.
ESMR was started in the Philippines last February 2009 and there have been
22 patients treated to date with all of them reporting significant improvement
of symptoms compared to pre-ESMR conditions. A clinical paper will soon be
released by the St. Luke’s Heart Institute documenting the benefits of ESMR in
improving patients’ symptoms and cardiac SPECT results.
How is the procedure performed?
The patient would first undergo cardiac SPECT (stress myocardial perfusion imaging scan) in order to identify the areas
of myocardial ischemia and plan the schedule of treatment. On
the scheduled treatment day, the patient is made to lie on the
treatment table. Transthoracic echo is used to localize the ischemic segments
and measure their depth from the surface of the patient’s chest. The shockwave
transducer will then be attached to the echo probe. Afterwards, application of
shockwaves to these ischemic segments will proceed and will be done under
echo guidance.

2

l-r: The author, with Dr. Alex Lind (center), an
ESMR consultant in Essen, Germany
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A complete treatment schedule includes a total of nine outpatient visits
spread over a period of nine weeks. There should be three visits on three separate
days in weeks one, five and nine. The treatment days could be any day from
Monday to Saturday. The patient and the treating cardiologist agree on a specific
day and time. Each treatment session lasts from 30-60 minutes. No preparation
is necessary and the patient may resume his regular activities after treatment.
No IV lines are needed and the treatment is painless.
Who benefits from ESMR?
Patients who will benefit from ESMR are those who have
undergone Coronary Artery Bypass Surgery (CABG) or Percutaneous Coronary Intervention (PCI) who still continue to suffer from
angina or angina equivalent despite optimal supplementary
medical therapy and particularly if they cannot undergo any further invasive
management due to patient risks or technical difficulty. There is definitely a
particular patient population of this kind because in trials comparing optimal
invasive therapy and medical management of CAD like the COURAGE trial, as
much as 25% of optimally managed patients (by invasive therapy or medical
management or both) continue to suffer from angina.
How and where could a patient avail of ESMR?
For further information on ESMR, contact the Cardiac Catheterization Laboratory of St. Luke’s Medical Center and make an
appointment with any of the ESMR consultants. This procedure
is available in the Philippines only at St. Luke’s Medical Center,
Quezon City but will soon be available also at St. Luke’s Global City at Fort
Bonifacio, Makati. ♥

3
4

l-r: Drs. R. Jimenez, SA Locnen & Jindrich Vainer, ESMR consultant at
the ESMR lab in Maastricht University Hospital, The Netherlands
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By Angeles A. Yap, MD

The Maguindanao Massacre:

Gov’t corruption manifested to the fullest

A

nd I am not referring just to local government corruption, but to national
corruption as well, Maguindanao, being just the representative of what the
Philippines truly is, politically. I may sound un-Filipino, but one can hardly
describe the present Philippine Government by any other description, given
the events in the past few years, capped by the most recent- the massacre of 57 innocent
people in a manner too horrendous and despicable to imagine, in a civilized society. All
these are colored by politics and money.
I am a Mindanaoan, not a Maguindanaoan. The Where are the Commission on Audit and Department
place is far from my own . I am no politician and of Budget and Management during the amassing of
have no desires to be. But the massacre sent strong this wealth? Third, almost all of the high government
posts including
ripples to the
The
culture
of
corruption
is
not
excluthat of the govfarthest part
of the Philip- sive in Maguindanao. It has seeped ernor and mayor
pines that not through every inch of Phillippine ter- are occupied by
the same memeven the most
ritory where politics is, there it is.
bers of the clan.
“walang pakialam in politics” like me can ignore. The massacre Fourth, thousands of voters’ identification cards were
itself, is gruesome, but the aftermath- the way recovered in one of the Ampatuans’ residences. Rethe government handled the case, and the result member the 12-0 votes delivered by Maguindanao in
of investigations and its connotation, are even favor of the administration bets in the last election?
more nerve-chilling. A very close friend of mine, Where was the COMELEC then? Fifth, high-powered
a member of the CIDG and my classmate in law firearms and their paraphernalias with labels indicatschool was hastily sent together with the others ing ownership of the Department of National Defense
to secure the place. And by his personal accounts were either found or digged- up in the compound of
coupled with media reports, I can conclude that the Ampatuans. How did these firearms find their
the massacre is just the ultimate, the fruit of what way into the clan’s armory? Sixth, the police alleged
has been planted and nurtured in the past. And participation in the gruesome killing and the inability
the nurturing hand - the culture of unstoppable of the military’s presence in the immediate vicinity to
corruption and the greed for power and money. protect the victims are highly questionable. Where
was the protector of our people, the Department
And it is everywhere, local and national.
It takes a little intelligence to come to the con- of National Defense? And seventh, those killed are
clusion. Consider these facts: First, Maguindanao not just the Ampatuans’ political rival’s kin, so the
is the third poorest province in the country, this killing is beyond the Rido culture; both Muslims and
despite the IRA and other foreign aids given to Christians were killed, so this is beyond the Christianit. Most of the houses are made of “amacan” or Muslim conflict ; and even women of their kind were
weaved bamboo slats, except of course for the killed, this utterly disregarded the culturally-etched
palatial homes owned by the members of the respect given their women. In essence, they have
Ampatuan clan not only in Maguindanao but in to retain power and money no matter what the
other areas, as well. Second, vaults in the palatial cost- with the tolerance of our government, or with
homes forcibly opened yielded money estimated its utter inaction or even with its blessing. Thus,
by media to be at least P3 billion in cold cash. Not the massacre was hardly preventable at this point.
to mention the SUVs of latest model and make. It should have been stopped years, years ago. The
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monster of corruption has grown so big it has grown
bigger than the master itself.
The culture of corruption is not exclusive in
Maguindanao. It has seeped through every inch
of Phillippine territory where politics is, there it is.
In fact to me, politics is synonymous with corruption, with very few exceptions if any. You need not
agree with me. I need not mention names, lest I be
charged of libel. I have opened up enough. But am
sure you know one in your respective places.
So where does the PHA enter the picture? Why
do I have to write this instead of sharing with you
laws affecting medical practice as I use to write?
I really don’t know. Maybe just to ventilate my
frustrations over our government’s inadequacy to
protect its own people. Or worse, to its shameless
handling and coddling of the corruption problem
benefitting those in power. As I have been saying
to my friends, it will take another Great Flood to
clean the face of the Philippines. ♥

Shariff Aguak, the provincial capital, is
widely known as Ampatuan turf
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Dysrhythmic Tales
By Edgardo S. Timbol, MD

Presence of Absence

E

lectrical impulses from the bundle of his are electrocardiographically invisible. On the surface ECG, the presence of these apparently absent depolarizations can only be inferred from their after-effects on AV conduction. Unusual presentations of what
appear to be AV blocks or pseudo AV blocks are clues on the possibility of concealed junctional extrasystoles.

Tracing A is a 12-lead ECG recorded from a 68-year-old hypertensive female. The tracing shows sinus rhythm with alternating normal and long PR intervals
observed consistently on a beat-to-beat

TRACING A

The unseen presence of junctional ectopic beats occurring every third beat depicted in the laddergram on Tracing B, renders the AV junction partially refractory
thereby prolonging the conduction of the next sinus impulses. Consequently, relatively longer PR intervals are inscribed. Moreover, retrograde atrial conduction
of the junctional ectopic beats causes delay in sino-atrial conduction manifested as longer PP intervals. The combination of longer PR and PP intervals resulting
from the ectopic junctional depolarizations produces group beating in which two consecutive QRS complexes form a pair separated from the next pair of QRS
complexes by a longer R-R interval. The apparent gap between the pairs of QRS complexes represents the after-effects of both concealed retrograde atrial and
concealed antegrade AV conduction from the junctional ectopic beats.
PAANO KA GAGAWA
TRACING B

NG LOVE LETTER SA
GIRLFRIEND MO? HINDI KA NAMAN MARUNONG MAGSULAT!
OK LANG PO.
HINDI NAMAN PO
SIYA MARUNONG
MAGBASA.

The recording of His bundle potentials by intracardiac electrodes positioned across the tricuspid valves
provides direct evidence of the existence of concealed junctional extrasystoles. Historically, however,
Langerdorf was able to elucidate the mechanism of alternating long and short PR intervals long before
the advent of invasive electrophysiologic studies. (Pick and Langerdorf’s Interpretation of Complex
Arrhythmias, Lea and Febigar Pub., 1979)
Concealed junctional extrasystoles prove that what is essential is not always visible to the eyes. ♥
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Travelogue

Tuna twists

Tuna & Pacman country

Great

T

By Gynna P.
Gagelonia

getaway

he name has evolved. The name resonates. GenSan has been nicknamed the “Tuna
Capital of the Philippines”for producing sashimi grade tuna, a global product that has
kept its agri-tourism trade viable. Now, the place is synonymous to a famous name,
Manny Paquiao aka Pacman who has made waves in the international boxing arena.
This coastal city is a great getaway for the
visitor who craves for its enchanting seascape,
lip-smacking marine foods and distinctive GenSan
ethnicity as well as hospitality.
Keeping its tourism afloat are the Kalilangan and
Tuna Festivals every September and February.
The Tuna Float and Tuna Culinary contest, the
centerpiece of the Tuna fest, is a melting pot of
visitors and kitchen geniuses.
Indulge in sugba (charcoil broiled with special
dip), complemented by
tula (soup in ginger,
onion, lemon
grass,
pechay

The day’s
fresh catch
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and tomatoes) and kinilaw, done and seasoned the
GenSan way. Sample the tuna and other seafood
delights with Western twists. Another bestseller
fish is opah (dayana).
Retreat to Kalaja Eco-tourism Park, 15 kms away
from the city for another adventure treat. Its awesome waterfalls and caves are framed by nearby
Nopol Hills, a camping ground.
Blessed with a typhoon-free climate all-year
round, G enS an
hosts visitors at
any

Pacquiao
given day.
Its boom economy is boost by a good peace- andorder situation, an efficient transport/ communication system and a sound healthcare sector.
A wide range of tourism and business establishments can match every guest’s budget and preference.
The largest airport in Mindanao, the General
Santos International Airport, is the gateway to
SOCSARGEN.
Wide-bodied aircraft

of the Philippine Airlines and Cebu Pacific wing the
Manila-GenSan and GenSan-Cebu direct flights. The
Makar Wharf links local and foreign destinations.
At least 400 passenger buses/jeepneys wield
routes within and to/from the growth region.
Chartered land travels are provided by taxis and
rent-a-cars.
The three-time “Most Competitive City” awardee is
home to 30 Internists, six of whom are cardiologists
who have bonded together to be known as the Socsargen Internists Society (SIS). The six cardiologists
representing almost all the training Institutions in
Metro Manila are Drs. Alicia Adarna and Kristine Uy
from the Philippine Heart Center(PHC), Annie DuYabut from the Philippine General Hospital (PGH),
Johnson Wee of Makati Medical Center (MMC),
Jolyle Mazo and Michael Enriquez of St. Luke’s Heart
Institute (SLHI).The magic six form a unique blend
of healthcare providers rotating in the four private
tertiary hospitals in the heart of the city. The St.
Elizabeth Hospital Inc., General Santos City Doctors’
Hospital, Mindanao Medical Center and the SOCSARGEN County Hospital.
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1

2

3
1. St. Elizabeth 		
Hospital Inc.
2. General Santos
City Doctors’
Hospital
3. Mindanao
Medical Center

While Yabut, Wee, Uy, Mazo are natives of Gensan,
Enriquez and Adarna hail from Cebu. Two of Gensan’s
cardiologist daughters have been called to other
shores; Dr. Laurencia Guerrero-Trinchera, now an active consultant at the St. Luke’s Medical Center, where
she had her training in Cardiology and Dr. Ma. Rosario
Veneracion-Lo who trained at The Medical City (TMC).
A daughter of the owner of St. Elizabeth Hospital, Lo
now resides in the United States.
Generally, the city’s healthcare community is
well, but these Gensan-based cardiologists, see the pressing need
to keep pace with trends and
address the growing demand
for residency trainings in different specialties.
“We get to see an average of
about 20 patients a day in our clinics.
“ says Adarna, the most senior among
the cardiologists, who finds her practice so fulfilling. “Soon after my cardiology fellowship training,
I got married to anesthesiologist Ernesto Adarna who
is from Gensan” Adarna shared. “I have no regrets in
choosing to practice in Gensan in 1981, which gave
me the rare chance to pioneer the practice of Cardiology in this region. We influence owners in hospitals to
invest in equipment for better cardiac care.”
For Enriquez, a Cebuano, his decision to practice
in GenSan is one of the wisest decisions he has ever
made. “My wife, kids and I love GenSan. I have no

stress, no pressure and this is a very peaceful place.
Despite attending to a beeline of patients who are
not just heart cases, it never occurred to me and to
my colleagues that the multitasks we do day in, day
out, is a demotion or make us less of a cardiologist.
My only gripe is the hot weather at least we are
spared from typhoons.”

Adarna is now the
proud owner of the
legendary first car of
Pacquiao, Ford Focus 2L sports black

From the
lineage of the
genuine Gensan
Chinese, Du Yabut
who is married to
Cesar Anthony Yabut, an ENT specialist. “A long day
is a normal occurrence and can be enervating, but I
am not complaining” said the mother of three girls,
aged 15, 14, and 12. “Seeing as many
patients as I can is very gratifying while
the lack of residency training in hospitals

is frustrating. We do everything. There are only two
cardiologists here.”
SIS, enjoys a healthy atmosphere that is cemented by respect.
“Our families are close-knit and we have a good
referral system. We have a peaceful co-existence.
Why don’t you come here for a vacation?” said Uy.
In the midst of the political strife in Maguindanao that caused the massacre of 57 innocent
lives, 34 of whom are journalists, the GenSan
natives assert that their native home is safe
and sound.
They said “actually, the peace-and-order
situation here in GenSan is better than in
Manila.”
Aside from pushing for some health reforms,
like having tertiary hospitals-training institutions,
to be in step with the high-speed times, these
cordial cardiologists are self-appointed advertisers
of GenSan’s breezy tourism trade.
Anytime, you can fly to GenSan, and we will roll
the red carpet for you, said Enriquez.
East Asia Royale Hotel, Sydney Australia and
Tierra Montana are the hotels that they highly recommend, while the restaurants where they usually
bring their visitors for a gastronomic treat are the
Red Trellis, Dole Farms and Grab a Crab. ♥

Nopol Hills at dusk

General Santos Fishport Complex
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Nothing... From page 18
withholding a great program until my term. If at
all, I wanted all the great programs in place before
I assumed the presidency, so that by the time my
turn came, I would be building on them.
How do you measure the impact of the PCP
programs, what kind of monitoring system
that measure outcome of PCP projects do you
have in mind? Do you have a Task Force on Performance and Outcome Measure Monitoring?
The plans have been categorized into short-term,
medium-term, and long-term goals. There is one
last category – basically housekeeping goals which
the PCP secretariat is tasked to deliver. We have
specific and measurable performance parameters
in the timelines where they fall. The nine new
chapters outside NCR, and the eight NCR chapters,
for example, have to happen within my term. The
improvement in the passing rate of the PSBIM
examinations may not happen in 2010, but will
happen by 2011. The measures on impact will
have to be defined at the chapter levels. External
engagement at the national level will be measured
not only in terms of the agenda that we promote
and pursue, but also in the alliances that we form.
We are currently working on our health agenda;
we will conduct a presidential debate on the matter sometime February or March. I’m keeping my
fingers crossed.
If you were to relive your life, would you see
yourself in a path that would lead you to become PHA president instead of PCP president?
You really flatter me! Being president of either
organization is never up to any of us. Had the PHA
members elected me when I was a candidate, I
would now be a past president of the PHA. Well,
the PCP members elected me in 2000, and kept
on voting for me until May 2009, so here I am.
Where we are elected to serve, we serve. The most
important thing is that we serve with a strong sense
of purpose, a clarity of vision, the willingness to
work hard, and the humor to make work exciting
to everyone!
Aside from being editorial consultant of the PHA
Newsbriefs and regular contributor, how else do
you think can you be effective to the PHA?
Having a position doesn’t translate to being
effective. I have just been an ordinary member of
the PHA but I don’t think my role as such has not
been important. I have enjoyed unlimited access to
the superstars of the association, so I can say that
I have done a bit in terms of telling some of them
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Ramos with fellow members of
the PHAN editorial team. Seated l-r:
Drs. Belen Carisma,
Erlyn Demerre, &
Millet Banez. Standing, l-r:Irene Alejo,
Gynna Gagelonia,
Drs. Don Reyes,
Bong Javier &
Mighty Ramirez.
Carisma and Javier
were former
PHAN EICs
my insights. But these people have minds of their
own. Watching their egos navigate the challenges
fascinate me.
What do you feel is so important to change or
accomplish in the PCP during your term? What has
been the most rewarding in your years with the PCP?
What has been your greatest frustration?
I must say, all these years in the board, I have
played a part in changing how the members of
the board see the issues that confront us. We have
digested and processed these issues with openness
and candor, and the board’s output has been decisive
and focused as a result. Of course, a lot of that is
because the people elected to the board are talented
people to begin with. Very interesting mindsets, very
explosive discussions, and very mature disposition.
The president should be able to get the best out of the
people he leads. But he must do his homework.
In my years with the PCP, the pockets of leadership
in the various chapters have never failed to inspire
me. You’d be amazed how much giftedness exist
among our members. All they need is a staging area
from which to soar. That’s why choosing visionary
leaders in the chapter is an essential undertaking.
Leaders who can put fire in the bellies of their members can set their communities on fire. How fulfilling
it is to see change happens!
My frustration has always been the difficulty
of many of our colleagues to view issues from a
perspective that doesn’t include their self-interest.
Their interests always have to come first, and their
egos always get in the way. It can be stressful and
time-consuming.
How do you perceive the PHA from a PCP president’s viewpoint?
I am biased. All the members of the board are
my friends. I always like poking Dr. Bong Javier,
especially when he was head of the advocacy committee. I tell him that for as long as heart disease
remains the number one killer in the country,
the board cannot claim success, regardless of the

sophistication of its programs. Seriously, it is
a tough job, but the performance parameter is
measurable. This is one focus that should be institutionally and strategically driven, way beyond
the annual changing of the president. If the trend
is not flattening or going downhill, it may be that
strategy is wrong or the implementation plan has
not been studied well.
Being a pharmaceutical executive in my past life,
I want to add one more thing. Our members must
already begin to redefine their relationship with
the pharmaceutical companies. By the way that the
cardiologist’s lifestyle has evolved, we are now seeing a sense of entitlement among our colleagues
that from a 3rd party perspective already leaves
a bad taste in the mouth. We have gotten so entangled, freeing ourselves is now a formidable task.
But all it takes is to learn how to say ‘no’ and to tame
our taste for the good life. Step back and we see
members becoming very effective spokespersons
of the pharmaceutical companies. Opinion leaders
they call them. Let’s redefine our relationship with
these companies as partners between equals, with
the patient’s welfare as the common ground. There
are simply things that we, doctors, should not be
doing, and we are doing them!
What would be your legacy to the PCP? How do
you like to be remembered?
(Laughs). Questions like that are precisely what
make a one-year presidency so vulnerable to a
personality-based leadership style that revolves
around the ego. I will go a bit Buddhist with my answer: We are all impermanent, we are not separate
from the rest. As such, we are really not special nor
different from the rest. If what I leave behind stays a
bit longer in the minds and hearts of people I have
worked with, they probably would remember me
as that irreverent person who challenged the way
things were, gave them the confidence to take risks,
did some changes that made a difference. And they
had a swell time doing all of them! ♥
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after a couple of months as one way of getting
feedback on the project.
Meeting with Cardiology Program
Alumni Association Heads
The President met with heads or the representatives of the alumni associations of the different
hospitals with accredited training programs in
adult and pediatric cardiology on Oct. 19, 2009.
The objective of the meeting was to get feedback
and suggestions on how to further reach out to
the PHA members and find other channels to effectively communicate with them. The President
said that they were supportive of the Mission and
Vision plans of the PHA and some had forwarded
several suggestions, one of which is to help disseminate the advocacy materials by showing the
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PHA’s educational audio-visual materials through
the hospital’s in-house TV monitors or during their
training activities. They also agreed to discuss with
their members the proposed Mission and Vision
plans of the PHA. Valuable input was likewise given
by Dr. Ma. Lourdes Casas and Dr. Olympia Malanyaon,
representing the training programs of Pediatric
Cardiology in Philippine Heart Center and Philippine
General Hospital.
Philippine College of Physicians
The President, Dr. S. Javier, and Dr. A. Iboleon-Dy
have been attending several meetings called by
the PCP Philippine College of Physicians chaired by
PCP President Dr. Eugene Ramos himself and other
committee heads.
Dr. Ramos elaborated on their plans involving the
other subspecialty societies in the advocacy projects
of the PCP, as well as legislative matters. In terms of

legislation, the other thrust of the PCP is to create
a legislative bloc that could be useful in lobbying
for issues of concern of the medical community.
There is also a plan for the PCP to host a debate on
health matters among the Presidential aspirants
this coming February 2010.
NNHeS 2008
On Aug. 17, 2009, the President attended the
National Nutrition and Health Survey Steering
Committee meeting which tackled the preliminary
outcome of the nationwide health survey. The initial
results were presented by Dr. Mario Capanzana of the
Department of Science and Technology-Food and
Nutrition Research Institute (DOST-FNRI) on Nov.
23, 2009. Several clinical papers will be written
on various aspects of the survey by the designated
representatives of the different member- societies
contributing to the NNHeS which are targeted to be
presented in major society meetings in 2010, including the PHA Annual Convention in May.
PHA Awards
1. Resuscitation Council of Asia
The President received a letter from Dr. Marcellus Francis Ramirez, chair of the Council on CPR,
announcing the approval of the application of the
PHA to be an active member of the RCA. She said
the filing of the application started during the term
of Dr. B. Carisma in line with the goal of the PHA to
achieve international recognition of its programs.
(Story on p. 6)
2. Department of Social Welfare & Development
The PHA was awarded by the DSWD the Certificate
of Recognition as one of its Auxiliary Agencies. The
President attended the simple ceremonies held at
the DSWD NCR office in Manila on Nov. 23, 2009. The
President said the application was in connection to
the women’s cardiovascular health program, done in
collaboration with the Social Welfare Department.
She said the P500,000 DSWD donation for the PHA
project would be released with the issuance of the
certificate of recognition and creation of the Women’s
Cardiovascular Health Manual to be facilitated by
council chair, Dr. Mila Yamamoto.
3. Department of Health
The President was invited by the Department
of Health-Philippine Coalition for the Prevention
and Control of Non-Communicable Diseases to the
Awarding for the Most Outstanding Healthy Lifestyle
Advocate on Nov. 27, 2009 at the Heritage Hotel in
Pasay City. She said the award gives recognition to
the work of a community, professional organization/society, food establishment/manufacturer,
and institutions that have demonstrated exemplary
contributions in the promulgation and promotion
of healthy lifestyle advocacies of the coalition and/
or have caused the formulation of policies and programs and its effective implementation at a local or
national level. (story on p. 4) ♥
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